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Abstract 

Databases passed through a number of phases and still e-databases are changing and 

improving with the change in technology. It is very hard to predict the future of databases. 

From the very first cave drawings, to currently breaking news, we have been driven by the 

desire to record and catalogue almost every piece of information, although information in 

electronic format was created with the advent of computer in 1950s, yet the tradition of 

electronic databases was started in 1960, and the major reason was the enormous growth in 

the material that created space problem, and problem of information retrieval. Database 

technology continues to grow in leaps and bounds and will remain a dominant necessity in 

information retrieval system for decades to come. 
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Introduction 

he need for proper storage of information has become a paramount endeavor since 

the earliest period in mankind’s history. From the very first cave drawings, to 

currently breaking news, we have been driven by the desire to record and 

catalogue almost every piece of information. It is with that mindset that imposes on the 

fundamental societal goal of consistently improving and enhancing the database 

technologies. 

In recent years, the internet has created a new environment that dramatically changes the 

ways people seek information and the way libraries deal with it. Academic libraries feel 

the pressure of adapting themselves to the digital environment. E-journal is one of the 

significant digital components of the collection of libraries. An article in the Nature 

Magazine (Butler 1996) investigated the transition of print journals toe-journals conclude 

that a journal without a web version is rare and probably endangered. There are number 

of factors which enforce the publishers to accept the transition to e-journal such as the 

convenience of web for access and browsing; facility of internet for delivery, digital library 
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revolution which is promising instant delivery of complete information and not just the 

bibliographic surrogates to users' desktop, in a seamless manner. But at the same time, e-

journals, unlike the traditional print material, pose challenges such as access, interface, 

technical support, licensing and archiving. In this way, the traditional concept of collection 

management has been undergoing changes due to the challenges to provide access to 

electronic journals warrant a separate resource selection policy focusing on these 

materials. 

Concept and Definition 

Database is an integrated collection of records and files that provides data for multiple 

uses. It is a set of data  that has a regular structure and that is organized in such a way that 

a computer can easily find the desired information. Databases are designed to organized a 

mechanism for storing, managing and retrieving information. 

According to Longman Dictionary of Contemporary English, “database is a large of data 

stored in a computer system so you can find and use it easily. According to Oxford English 

Dictionary:” a structured collection of data held in computer storage; especially one that 

incorporates software to make it accessible in a variety of ways”.9As long as the birth of 

this word is concerned, in the mid-17th century, data was originally recorded as a term in 

philosophy referring to things assumed to be facts. It is the datum plural of datum 'a piece 

of information' literally 'something given', the neuter past participle of dare 'give'. 

Although plural, data is often treated as a singular, a mass noun meaning 'information'. 

The common application of the word is in computing context. Databases have existed 

since the beginning of civilization and in fact they define civilization, but initially not 

electronic in nature. History of database can be traced from the way things were being 

stored in containers, scrolls, stones, etc. in the early days of man. These were the printed 

databases that did not need any device to retrieve the information. These included all 

types of information - ledger accounts, scientific knowledge, and historical facts. Today 

when readers think of databases, they think about non-printed databases - not hard copy 

items that defined civilization thousands of years ago. 

History of Databases 

Information has been store by human beings began very long ago. In the ancient times, 

elaborate database systems were developed by government offices, libraries, hospitals, 

and business organizations, and some of the basic principles of these systems are still 

being used today. Although, information in electronic format was created with the advent 

of computer in 1950s, it was not until the early 1960s that the first database was 

http://www.linfo.org/data.html
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developed but historical evolution of electronic database has been traced to a 1960 

UNESCO report that advocated use of computer technology to help the problems of 

traditional journal publishing. MEDLARS were the first on demand computer-based 

information retrieval service which was developed for medical profession. 

Tradition of electronic databases was started in 1960, and the major reason was the 

enormous growth in material that created the space and information technology problem. 

With the development of information technology, expectation of people to get the 

information faster was also a question. During this period, librarians started pinpointing 

these problems, and think about how these expectations could be met. New search 

methods were designed that gave a boost to the electronic databases. Philip Kotler (1966) 

gave the first description of how managers could benefit from the electronic computer as a 

management tool. MEDLINE (1971), the online version of MEDLARS, was the first major 

online dial-up database search service, DIALOG offered the first public online commercial 

database. 

E.F. Codd proposed the use of a relational database model, and his ideas changed the way 

people thought about databases. Odd envisaged a system where the user would be able to 

access information stored in tables with “Natural language” commands. In his model, the 

database’s schema is disconnected from physical information storage, and this became the 

standard principle for database systems. 

According to C.T. Meadow, the introduction of CD-ROM in mid-1980s brought a new 

revolution in databases. Many of CD-ROM products offered to libraries in starting versions 

of larger online databases supplied on a subscription basis with ownership of the data 

remaining with the publisher/producer. Initially, in the beginning, CD-ROM products were 

very expensive, but gradually became more affordable. Similarly the unit price of audio 

visual materials was high and the use was limited to one individual at a time. 

In beginning CD-ROM databases could be used only by one person at a time, but with time, 

new hardware and software solutions were found that allowed several users to access the 

same CD-ROM database simultaneously. Some libraries provide access to CD-ROM 

products outside the library. 

In 1990s, with the advancement in Internet, the market started shifting to predominately 

online delivery, but still most electronic databases were marketed as CD-ROM products. 

There were some pros and cons of CD-ROM material. As the major advantage of CD format 

was immediate access, and even if the Internet was slow or down, the user still had access 

to locally networked CDs. In addition, in most cases, the users were allowed to continue 
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the use of their CD even if a subscription program ended. But there were some advantages 

as well including the small storage space and constant need for updates. 

Internet started a new revolution in the field of databases. Recognizing the Value of 

connecting computer centers for all kinds of research, the university Community created 

its own internet work in 1981 which was soon called the Internet. Gradually, other 

networks developed, including NSF Net which connected the six NSF supercomputer 

centers in the United States later it began to carry data traffic between the university 

Internet sites and thus this became the real backbone of today's Internet. 1990s, 

individuals at all levels had begun to have access to electronic mail. Using Telnet, 

librarians started searching online catalogues of many libraries by using FTP, transfer of 

electronic information from one site to another. Publishers also started experimenting 

with different approaches to publishing journals electronically, and by 1993, there were 

more than 3,000 titles available in electronic formats.  The development of the World 

Wide Web (WWW) in the mid of 1990s gave a clear signal of another transforming 

information revolution had begun. In 1994 Johnson stated that the web is a major portion 

of the Internet based on hypertext technology. Web provided a tremendous boost to the 

development of electronic publications. Economic forces and technological advances 

combined together to create a new environment, one where access to collective scholarly 

resources that no one library could ever afford, superseded the historic quest for the great 

comprehensive collection. The development of the full graphical user interface (GUI) made 

computerized library catalogues easier to access and most of the libraries started 

providing Internet access to the library users. Due to this electronic exploration librarians 

were feeling confused and threatened as more and more information was coming in 

electronic form. They have to face so many issues such as whether or not to catalogue the 

databases that were licensed but not owned by the library, and if yes how to catalogue 

them was another problem. 

According to Davis, “There were so many challenges for the librarians; they were confused 

whether or not to prefer these new materials over the print. Another challenge was to 

involve the appropriate technical specialists in the decision-making process due to the 

complexity of making these new materials available to users”. To describe the confusion 

among librarians, Bonnie Mac Ewan stated "One of the most critical issues facing 

collection development today is how to bring together subject, technical, and service 

expertise in the most effective manner “The advent of the internet led to exponential 

growth of the database industry. Average desktop users began to use client-server 

database systems to access computer that contained legacy data. Increased investment in 
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online businesses resulted in a rise in demand for Internet database connectors, such as 

Front Page, Active Server Pages, and Java Servlet. In the early 21st century, there was a 

decline in the Internet industry but growth of database applications continued. New 

interactive applications were developed. 

Types of Databases 

Databases can be very small or extremely large and complicated, however all databases 

are usually stored and located on hard disk or other types of storage devices and are 

accessed via computer. Databases may be produce in-house or purchased from 

commercial publishers. They may be numeric, image and text databases. They may only 

provide bibliographic description of the literature or may be full text giving full 

information of a publication. They may be categorized as follows: 

Databases may be classified in different ways which are as follows: 

 On the basis of scope of the information they contain 

 On the basis of type of information and their utility in research 

 On the basis of architecture 

 On the basis of Manufacturing 

Classification of database on the basis of scope of the information they contain:- 

Databases can be organized by the scope of the information they contain database 

according to their type of contents: 

General Interest Databases: General interest databases are a great place to begin research 

on a general topic. These databases contain many different subjects and disciplines. 

General interest databases include: 

 EBSCO- Identifies magazine and journals articles in most subject areas including social 

sciences, humanities, education, computer sciences, engineering, medical sciences, and 

management and ethnic studies. 

 Infotrac – This is a multi-disciplinary database which provides access to 3000 

journals of full text over half of the journals. 

 Discipline-Specific Databases –These databases are more focused then general 

interest databases. These databases include subject areas like: materials in several 

related subjects. 
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 Ethnic News Watch – This Identifies full text access for 200 newspapers and journals 

of the ethnic, minority, and native press. 

 Public Affairs Information Service- These databases contains information sources 

for political science, social science, and related topics. 

 Social Index - Identifies articles in all areas of sociology including anthropology, 

criminology, ethnic & racial studies, gender studies, politics, religion, rural sociology, 

social psychology, and urban studies. 

 Sport Discus - Information on all aspects of sports. 

Subject-Specific Databases: To do in-depth research on a topic use of subject-specific 

databases is necessary. Some of Subject-specific data bases are: 

 The ABI / Inform database contains content from thousands of journals that help 

researchers track business conditions, trends, management techniques, corporate 

strategies, and industry-specific topics worldwide. 

 Digital versions of works published since its inception published by the ACM Digital 

Library. Major components of resource are an enhanced version of  ACMDigital 

Library plus an extended bibliographic database, which consists more than a quarter 

million citations of core works in computing. 

 Business Source Complete available for peer reviewed business articles from leading 

journals in every area of business, including marketing, management, MIS, POM, 

accounting, finance, econometrics, economics, international business, and more 

database is updated daily 

 Capitaline Plus is a corporate database on listed and unlisted Indian companies. It 

provides Information on more than 10000 companies with their financial and non-

financial information with company query, industry, finance, and score board and 

projections models. 

 Eco Lit. is the American Economic Association’s electronic database, covers every area 

related to economics. It is the world’s foremost source of references to economic 

literature. 

 Cap Ex is a unique database on new and ongoing investment activities in India. The 

Cap Ex database covers investment projects in mining, manufacturing, electricity and 

infrastructure and services sectors. The Cap Ex-service is an invaluable source to find 

prospects for new business. Financial intermediaries, suppliers of capital goods. 
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 The Business Beacon is a database on Indian economy. This database updated daily by 

the latest information. 

 India Business Insight Database available from 1993 IBID compiles and consolidates 

vital information on Indian business and industry from over 40 plus newspapers and 

business magazines. This data is updated on internet every quarterly and weekly on 

CD. 

 J-Gate Custom Content for Consortia, sharing journal literature subscribed by all the 

IITs, IISc and IIMs, individually and collectively through INDEST Consortium. 

 Taylor & Francis Business, Management and Economics Journals included: over 60 

Content coverage of peer-reviewed research with Subjects Features. 

Classification of database on the basis of type of information and their utility in research: 

Databases provide various formats of information. Different databases provide different 

kinds of information for research in different areas like 

 Bibliographic Database: These databases provide a descriptive record of an item, but 

the item itself is not provided in the database. Information is provided, including 

author, title, subject, publisher, etc. information provided is called a citation. 

Sometimes a short summary or abstract of the item is provided as well, bibliographic 

databases include the GALILEO bibliographic database and Social Sciences Abstracts. 

 Full-Text Database 

Full-text database provides the full-text of a publication. Full text database includes 

GALILEO full text it provides entire text of the articles. 

 Numeric database provides numeric information, such as statistics or demographic 

information. Census Bureau databases are a numeric databases. 

 Image database collect only image information includes EBSCO host image collection, 

CNN’s site that provides access to news articles and the original video and audio files. 

 Meta-databases allow one to search for content that is indexed by other databases for 

example “GOLD” is this kind of database. 

Classification of database on the basis of architecture: 

On the basis of the architecture, databases may be of the followings types: 
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 CD-ROM database are journals published onCD-ROM, may be bibliographical or full 

text. All journals and conference proceeding of IEEE and Elsevier's ADONIS, are some 

of the examples of  CD-ROM databases. 

 Networked E-Journals: These are electronic journals, available over networks, such as 

Internet, BITNET or any other commercial networks. Example of networked e-journals 

is e-newsletters, e-discussion lists, unmediated bulletin boards, peer reviewed 

journals and popular magazines. 

 Online journals are paid journals that are available on “cost-per-access” basis via 

online. Database such as Knight-Rider Information (ISI, Philadelphia), EBSCO 

Information services are online journals. 

Issues and Challenges Associated with Databases 

Librarians have been dealing with different formats of reading materials for over many 

years but the E- Resources have thrown up several issues. Some of them are as follows: 

 Refereeing: Referring is a unique characteristic and process of scholarly journal 

publishing in which external references or editor or an editorial board imposes 

stringent criteria on acceptance of contributions. There have been challenges for 

electronic database in getting contributions because the legitimacy of electronic 

journals is questioned by tenure committees in academic institutions. 

 Archiving: Archiving of databases is a big question. Publishers are involving their 

commercial policy and exercising customized technical features and controls for 

delivering them to libraries for archiving. 

 Hardware and Software Connections: All libraries cannot afford to have full 

connectivity to internet with full functions to access, download and preserve 

databases. The cost involved in creating the entire infrastructure for using different e-

journals. 

 Network traffic: Due to uncontrolled growth of resources and their accessibility on 

the internet, there is likelihood of traffic congestion. As a result connectivity will take 

more time. Data transfer will slow down, hence those who want to search full text 

articles with graphics and images will have to wait for more time to download 

information from the server. 

 Economic Factors: There seems to be an economic advantage to libraries because 

publishers are allowing e-journals access irrespective of library subscription to print 

or to electronic version. Electronic version is cheaper by 10% to 20%. These saving 
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will be consumed by overhead costs in maintenance of computer hardware, software 

etc.  

 Storage: Librarians are bound to encounter problems associated with storing and 

retrieving data, providing printouts, upgrading the retrieval software, and whether 

new software can handle previously converted data.  

 Standardization: A standard format for databases has not yet been developed. There 

are several file formats as PDF, SGML, HTML, TEXT, ASCII, etc. the libraries will need to 

have all the necessary software to access, retrieve, view, download and print the 

articles. The most popular among above are PDF and HTML file formats.  

 Copyright and Licensing: There are several copyright problems due to the 

inadequacy of current legislation and the case of replication, modification and 

transmission. Commercial publishers are experienced in this area; they are asserting 

their entitlement to copyright and intellectual property rights through various 

licensing policies. So, as flat fee subscription, set price by potential users in institution 

and other charges. 

 Acceptability of Electronic: Journal Acceptability of databases by authors, librarians 

and end users is another issue on which different opinions have been expressed. It is a 

transition phase in which acceptability of electronic journal is still a matter of concern.  

 Training and Education: All librarians and users may not have any familiarity in 

using the technology associated with e-publications. Thus, their training will be 

required for full exploitation of such material. Since technology is changing very fast, it 

will require up gradation, which will not be cost effective in any way. 

Conclusion 

At one point in time, the computer database served simple means for storing and 

retrieving basic data. Databases have passed through a number of phases, and still e-

databases are changing and improving with the change in technology. It is very hard to 

predict the future of databases. One thing is sure that technology is making the availability 

of information easier and faster in spite the fact that sometimes researchers face many 

problems in finding the required information including how to limit the search or how to 

deal with the data that is available on a particular subject or topic. Database has always 

provided the ability to store and retrieve data, that was their primary purpose and they 

did it exceedingly well. The database has become a highly sophisticated intelligent 

resource for data input and information retrieval. Database technology continues to grow 
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in leaps and bounds and will remain a dominant necessity in information retrieval system 

for decades to come. 
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